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A System Managed Mystery:
How is Storage Managed?

Anewcomer to large-scale corporate
data processing frequently hears about

System Managed Storage (SMS), although
it is not always clear just what SMS is or
why it is important. Even for those who are
more experienced, SMS sometimes appears
to be a mysterious process that magically
determines how datasets live and die. As it
happens, this is not far from the truth,
although the process is not at all magical. In
this month’s column, I will discuss the pur-
pose of SMS, and what happens to datasets
in an SMS system.

First, a little historical background is in
order. Back in the “bad old days” prior to
the introduction of SMS in 1989, systems
programmers were faced with a dilemma.
Storage was becoming cheaper, disk
devices were becoming larger, and each
data center had more of devices than ever
before. Unfortunately, there was no central
control over how this DASD was used.
Each individual programmer had the
power, through JCL or IDCAMS control
statements, to create datasets of any name,
size, and type, and place them on any
desired volume in the system. As systems
grew larger, this lack of control became a
nightmare — jobs would fail because some
volumes were full while others remained
empty and unused. Backups were missed
because datasets could not be found on the
expected device. Any hardware change
could involve massive changes to JCL to
accommodate the new volume serial num-
bers. Something had to be done.

Taking a lesson from the independent
software vendors (ISVs) who had developed
products such as PoolDASD to eliminate
the dependency on hard-coded volume serial
numbers and unit names, IBM introduced
the concept of System Managed Storage
(SMS). Under SMS, datasets would be

classified, that is, grouped together by com-
mon sets of characteristics such as their size
or need for frequent backup. Datasets having
the same classification could then be treat-
ed alike for the purposes of allocation,
backup and retention. IBM’s implementation
of the System Managed Storage concept
was named DFSMS, the “DF” standing for
Data Facility, i.e., dataset allocation.
Eventually, most of the system utilities that
dealt with dataset creation and use — such
as HSM, DSS and even Sort — were given
the “DF” prefix. Initially optional, DFSMS
has become a requirement in current systems
in order to support new types of datasets
architectures and systems components,
such as extended-format, VSAM extended-
addressability and record-level sharing,
and Unix.

Under DFSMS, three basic “constructs”
— data class, storage class and management
class — provide the means of classifying
datasets for common management. A fourth
construct — storage group — allows the
pooling and common treatment of DASD
volumes. The constructs are defined using
an ISPF-based application (ISMF, the
Interactive Storage Management Facility),
and the definitions stored in control
datasets (the SCDS, or Source Control
Dataset and the ACDS, or Active Control
Dataset). Good SMS practice involves cre-
ating enough classes so that datasets can be
properly categorized, but not so many that
no one can remember what they are. Each
construct describes some aspect of dataset
creation or management. For example:

● Data Class: describes the physical
characteristics of the dataset, such as
the amount of primary and secondary
space required, whether it should be
extended-format, VSAM sharing

options, and so on. The data class
construct is unique in that JCL can
override its attributes.

● Storage Class: indicates first, whether
the dataset should be SMS-managed.
Datasets that are not assigned a storage
class remain unmanaged and subject to
direct control by JCL or by non-SMS
allocation managers such as ACC,
Resolve, or SAMS/Allocate. For
SMS-managed datasets, this construct
also indicates the service needs of the
dataset, such as whether it should be
software-compressed, or whether it
must reside on a device capable of
instantaneous copy, such as a Shark or
SnapShot-capable unit.

● Management Class: indicates to
storage management software such as
DFSMShsm or Innovation’s FDRABR
how many backup copies are required,
how long they must be retained, and
when the dataset may migrate from
DASD to tape if it is unused.

● Storage Group: unlike the other
constructs, storage groups are a means
of classifying DASD volumes, not
datasets. Generally, storage groups are
defined according to the size (large,
medium or small) or type (database,
work or temp) of datasets they are to
hold. “Threshold” values defined in the
storage group prevent individual
volumes from becoming overfull.

THE ACS ROUTINES

The DFSMS constructs alone provide
only a means of classifying datasets. A
method of associating a dataset with its
classes is also needed. This is the purpose
of the ACS (Automatic Class Selection)
routines. Intentionally very limited in syntax,
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the ACS routines provide IF/THEN/ELSE logic that determines
which data class, storage class, management class, and storage
group should be assigned to a dataset. The ACS routines can
examine any of about 30 variables that describe the dataset being
created. The &SIZE and &MAXSIZE variables, for example,
indicate the amount of space needed to allocate the dataset and the
likely maximum size of the dataset on a single volume. The ACS
routines are executed only at allocation time (or when a dataset is
renamed or recalled from migration or backup).

The ACS routines may be created with any editor, but before they
can be used, they must be translated via ISMF and the resulting
object code placed into the SMS control datasets (the SCDS and
ACDS), where the class definitions also reside. Since the ACS rou-
tines are executed whenever any dataset — SMS or non-SMS — is
created, they can be used for basic standards enforcement by
issuing messages and denying allocation of datasets that do not
have proper names or other characteristics.

More importantly, by assigning SMS construct names to
datasets as they are created, the ACS routines provide centralized,
self-documenting policies for what datasets are to look like (data
class), what resources are required (storage class), and how they are
to be backed up and ultimately, expired (management class). When
the dataset is allocated, the volume on which it will reside is no
longer chosen by JCL (except in the case of a storage class with the
“guaranteed space” attribute), but instead is selected from one of
the storage groups assigned by the ACS routines. Once a volume is
chosen, the dataset can be extended only within that storage group
(prior to z/OS version 1.4). The rather complex process of volume
selection involves the use of several lists of volumes (primary,
secondary and tertiary) built by SMS and the storage class and stor-
age group attributes to determine the “best” volume for the dataset.
The details of this process, as well as many other aspects of SMS,
are described in the DFSMSdfp Storage Administration Reference,
SC26-7331.

When an SMS-managed dataset is created, the names of the data,
storage and management classes assigned by the ACS routines are
placed in the VVDS and the catalog entry for each dataset. This is

why SMS-managed volumes are required to have a VVDS, even
though there might not be any VSAM datasets on the volume. The
storage group name is not associated with the dataset. Because
storage groups define collections of disk volumes, the storage
group to which a dataset is assigned may change if the dataset is
moved, deleted and recreated.

Once a volume has been chosen and the dataset created, the
“front-end” of System Managed Storage is complete. SMS man-
agement does not affect normal use of the dataset — I/O operations,
for example, are unrelated to SMS management. The ACS routines
may be called again if the dataset is renamed or moved. (Renaming
may cause the class names assigned to the dataset to change, but
will not cause the dataset to be moved.)

Eventually, the dataset must be backed up, or if it is old enough,
migrated or deleted. The system’s storage management programs
(DFSMShsm, FDRABR, and others) then use the attributes of the
SMS classes associated with the dataset, especially the manage-
ment class, to determine if and when to back up or migrate the
dataset, release its idle space, or delete it.

This description, of course, barely scratches the surface of all the
details involved in the life cycle of a dataset. As MVS evolves into
OS/390, z/OS, and beyond, new features, new functions, and new
architectures are added, requiring new, additional attributes for
the SMS constructs and sometimes entirely new constructs, such
as Aggregate Groups, which provide a means of classifying
datasets as belonging to an application, so that they can be
backed up as a unit. An understanding of the basics of SMS is
important to both the storage administrator trying to maximize
the efficiency of the system, as well as the application program-
mer who will use it.  
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